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The Hamilton equations of geometrical optics determine the rays of the relevant wave field in the short wavelength.
We give a systematic derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation for the joint probability density of the position and unit
direction vector of rays propagating in a gyrotropic stratified medium with random inhomogeneities. The results are a
generalisation of previous work for the case of an isotropic medium.

1. Introduction
In our previous publication on the same subject
[l] it has been shown that the process of ray scattering in random media can be regarded as approximately markovian, in which the role of time is played by
the path length traversed by the ray. We gave a systematic derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation
(FPE) for the joint probability density of the position and the direction vector of the rays. We were
concerned with the propagation in isotropic media
like a troposphere or an isotropic ionosphere.
The earth’s ionosphere, however, is a gyrotropic
medium. In order to solve the problem in this case it
is necessary to take into account the influence of the
magnetic field fi of the earth. When @ # 0 the picture of ray propagation becomes much more complicated. We know only of one attempt [2] to describe
the problem in a Markov approximation. But the FPE
for the unit direction vector obtained in [2] was restricted to the particular case of the small angle scattering in a random gyrotropic medium without refraction.
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sults to a general case of ray propagation in a gyrotropic stratified medium with random inhomogeneities.

2. Ray equation in a gyrotropic medium
We begin our derivation with the Hamilton equations of geometrical optics [3]
dr(u)/do = S,

d [nK(u)] /do = V+

(2.1)

Here the independent variable u is the path length of
the ray; r defines the position of the ray; K (IK I2 = 1)
is the unit direction vector perpendicular to the wave
front;S (IS1 2 = 1) is the unit ray vector, which coincides with the direction of the time-average Poynting
vector or the group velocity vector. In the general
case of wave propagation in a gyrotropic medium the
directions of K and S are different, i.e. (K *S) = cos $.
The functions n = n(r, S) and p= p(r, s) in (2.1) are
the refractive indexes along the directions of K and S
respectively. If r is fixed, their values are linked by
the equality [3]
I*(‘, S) = n(r, S) cos $.

(2.2)

In what follows we consider the ray propagation
in a magnetoactive medium such as the ionosphere
with a constant magnetic field and without absorp71
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tion. Neglecting the influence
of the formulas [4-61

of ions, we make use

n;,2 = 1 - 2u(l - v){2(1 -v)

- U(1 - 42)

+ [u2(1 - 42) + 4U(l - u)2q2] 1/2)-l,
cos $ = [l + r2(1 - $)I
s=

the following notations

are introduced

0:

dK(u)/do

at2/ad,ovl

4) = A&,

=

(VI(r)) = 0,

(~z~~~v~)v~,

4) + w#,

I-l1 = +/~v~,ov~

= 4rre2%/m,

(nl(r,

4))

= 0,

(i.q(r,

4))

= 0.

41,

= @&)/$Jv,,

Here and later on subscript “0” means the sure part
of the function in question.
For brevity we introduce the six-vector u = {r, K}
and divide the rhs of (2.6) into the sure part

h =H”/@,

y = n-l&@q,

= [K + yl] cos $ E f[u(r), K] ,
= rz-l [V,.p -K(KV,/_Q]

fll =
dr,

tiH = lilHO/mc,

where w is the frequency of the wave field in question; uH is the cyclotron frequency for the electrons;
w. is the plasma frequency; e and m are the charge
and the mass of the electrons, c is the velocity of
light in vacuum; %=92 (r) is the electron concentration, whose fluctua‘tions are responsible for the appearance of random inhomogeneities in the medium.
The two indices and two signs for the square root in
(2.3) correspond to the “ordinary” and “extraordinary” waves. We shall drop these indices later on and
shall obtain the general result, which will be valid for
both waves.
Substituting (2.5) into the first equation (2.1) and
transforming the second one with the use of the identity SV,.n = KVrp, we rewrite our initial equations in
the more convenient form
dr(o)/da

+ cQ9,

n(r, 4) = no@, 4) + an&, q),

q = (K.h) = cos(K, h),
l=qK-h,

u(r) = do

(2.4)
(2.5)

u1i2 = wH/w,
v = w&&

small dimensionless parameter determining the size
of the fluctuations of the process under consideration. According to (3.1) and (2.2-2.4) we obtain

VI(r) = 47re2 %!,(r)/mo2,

-l/2,

[Ktyl]cos$.

In (2.3-2.5)

(2.3)
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=g[v(r),K].

(2.6)

F. = (fo> go 1
= {[K +

r(+lcos $0, n&l[V& - KWV&)lI

and a fluctuating
F, = {fi,gl

part

I= {(af,/au,)v,,

(ago/avo)ul

1.

Then the system (2.6) can be rewritten in the universal form of stochastic nonlinear differential equations
du/do = Fe(u) + orFl(u),

(F,(u))

= 0.

In order to derive the corresponding FPE we use
the method developed in [7]. Applying a simple device for reducing the nonlinear problem to the linear
case, one can obtain the stochastic Liouville equation
for the probability density flu, u) = f'(r, K, u) that,
after having propagated over a distance u, the ray has
arrived in a point r with a normal vector K
U’(u, u)/au = - V{Fo(u) + orF#) }I’&, a).

3. Derivation of the FPE
We restrict ourselves to the case of ray propagation in a horizontally stratified medium
% (r) = % o<z)+ Cm l(r),

(92,(r))

=0

(3.1)

with the sure part of the electron concentration 72 o,
which depends only on the height z, and zero average of random inhomogeneities 9’2,. Here CY
is the
72

(3.2)

Here V is used for the operator that differentiates
everything that comes after it with respect to U.
Following [7] we expand the rhs of (3.2) in successive powers of a new dimensionless parameter
E = c~-~V~~/n~ < 1 (and as a consequence apl/no - e,
- E), where r, is the
w?lno - E, an~‘&,/aq
spatial correlation radius of the inhomogeneities. Disregarding in the expansion terms of order a3 we obtain
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plied)
- d(u-O)
-F,,(u) + a2 1 do
0
X (Fl(u)V_,Fl(u-o,

d(u) do
a)) d(u -“)

ap(u, 000

g I,

n,1(a2no/aqaz)r,

(3 04)

Physically this means that the change of
no1 &~~/dz over the correlation distance can be neglected, which is true in many applications. To put it
differently, we consider the unperturbed trajectories
inside the inhomogeneities as straight lines. Under
the conditions (3.4) one can obtain for u 2 rc
u-O = {r - ofo(ZAK],
d(u-“)/d(u)
alaqa

= d(u)/d(0’)

= a/&-,,

The coefficients
terms are

C,,(u)

=2 1
0

(3 -6)
in the diffusion and convection

(Flv(u)&Ju-o,

u))du,

C,(U)= p c(aF,,(u)iau,)~,,(u-u,
o))do,
0

(3 *7)

where the components of the six-vectors F, =
cfl,gl} and F1 = {PI, gl} can be defined with the
use of (2.6) (2.2) (3.4) and (3.5) as
fii = no1 [licos tio(an,h
+ (Ki + ‘Yoli)(Ilgl =

no’ P’,/.q -

- yp1)

nlCOS Gdl>

KW',/-Ql

>

(i= 1,2,3)

(3.8)

Here we made use of the relation no@ cos $o/Q,)ul
=
p1 - nl cos J/O and obtained the shortest form of
these functions. But according to (2.2) one can get
another expression more convenient for our purpose.
The explicit form of the coefficients (3.7) depends on
the statistical properties of the inhomogeneities in a
medium.
The basic assumption of our derivation of the FPE
(3.6) is
(Fl,(u)

= 1,

Fl,(C’))

= 0

for u>r,

and similarly for higher cumulants.

a/aKya

= a/aKi + o@folaKi)a/&,

0) ]

(v, /J = 1, 2, .. . . 6).

Pli =fli + Nafoi/aKk,,

Q 1.

+ c,(W+,

flu, u).

(3.3)
The six-vector u-O is defined for fixed u by means
of a mapping from the initial u(u = 0) into u(u), i.e.
u -+ ua with inverse (ua)-O = u. The operator V_,
denotes differentiation with respect to u-O. The first
and the last terms in the integrand of (3.3) are the
jacobian determinants of the mapping. To determine
this mapping one should solve the unperturbed equations (2.6) for the medium without inhomogeneities.
But in the presence of refraction their exact solution
is possible only for some special functions no(z) and
moreover only for some particular cases of ray propagation, e.g. for the longitudinal or the transverse
propagation.
To proceed further we introduce the new small
parameter n;l(a~O/az)rC
@ 1, which is equivalent
to two new conditions imposed on functions no(z)
according to (2.2-2.4)

~;l(a~o/az)~,

= -(aia~,)WoV(~)

(i=l,2,3)

(3 5)

It should be stressed that the different directions
of K inside the inhomogeneities define the different
unperturbed trajectories. So we have no restrictions
with respect to the angle of scattering.
Bearing in mind (3.5) it is a rather straightforward
matter to transform (3.3) into the usual form of the
FPE (summation over repeated indices is always ap-

4. Equation for the angular distribution function
For solving some of the practical problems it is
sufficient to know the angular distribution function
W(K, u) [8] only, which can be defined by
W(K, u) = sp(,,

K, u)d3r.

(4.1)
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We shall derive the equation for cW(K, u), using
our main result (3.6). But it turns out that the limits
of validity for this equation are different for a medium without refraction and a stratified medium.
Lets us at first concentrate on a gyrotropic medium with 92, = const., i.e. the average electron concentration does not depend on position and go = 0.
If 92, = %f(r) is a homogeneous random field, than
the coefficients of the FPE (3.6) are independent of
r. Integrating (3.6) over ; one can reduce this equation to the equation for the angular distribution
function alone, without any additional restrictions.
On the other hand in the presence of refractions
we encounter the difficulty that the coefficients (3.7)
have a spatial dependence even in the case of homogeneous field 92 f(r). To proceed further we have to
impose new limitations.
It is necessary to notice that so far we have no restrictions on the angle of scattering. Now we make
use of the small-angle approximation, which was suggested in [9] for the vertical propagations in an isotropic medium. We assume the angle of ray scattering
to be small, i.e. the small fluctuations of K inside the
inhomogeneities do not change the position of the
ray. This positions is defined by the unique unperturbed trajectory with given initial conditions. This
permits us to consider the sure parts of the refractive
indexes nu and I-(~as functions of u corresponding to
the unique unperturbed trajectory and to integrate
the FPE (3.6) over r. Such an approach is a generalization of the small-angle approximation
[9] for the case
of a stratified medium.
As consequence of this procedure we obtain the
FPE for the angular distribution function (4.1)
FW’(K, o)/ao = -(a/aK,)
X {koi(K, 2) + Ci+j(K, z)w(K,

o)II
(4.2)

where z is a function of u thanks to the solution on
unperturbed equations with given initial conditions.
The drift and diffusion coefficients are determined
by (3.7).
As an example of calculating the explicit form of
the coefficients (3.7) for the FPE (4.2) we consider
the simple case that x1(r) is a gaussian homogeneous
74
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isomeric random field, viz.
(%1(r)

9Zf(r’)) = (92:)

exp(-Ir

- r’12/fr2),

(4.3)

where a is the characteristic scale of the inhomogeneities, which is the same order as their spatial correlation radius rc. Taking into account (3.7), (3.8) and
(4.3) we obtain for the coefficients in the diffusion
terms
c.r+3,j+3(K,Z)=(2Dlln~)[(Gii_KiKj)
4~~/P~)~~xjcos2$()l~

(i,i

=

1,2,3).

Here we used the following notations
Xi = -(6 ii _ KiKj)hj,
4

PO2
= [1 + r&

- $)I CO&g,

= Do(a~o/auo)2

and Do = &( ui) (up&l
plays the role of a ray diffusion coefficient [8].
The expressions for the drift coefficients (3.7) are
rather unwieldy, and we do not write them down for
the sake of space.

5. Conclusion
First of all we discuss the conditions for applicability of the FPE (3.6). We expanded the rhs of (3.2) in
successive powers of E = c~(V,_~~/n~)r~. Here
(cuVr~l/no)-l
= AL is the scale on which u varies
and rc is the scale on which the random nature of the
function x1(r) becomes appreciable. If E is small
(E < 1) it is possible to subdivide the path length u
in intervals Au, such that Au % rc, and yet
o(V,~,/n,)Au
& 1. That is, u does not vary much
during an interval Au in which 92 l(r) has forgotten
its past. Combining these inequalities
aL%Aao%rc,

+~(a2/aKiaKi>{Cj+3j+3(K,
W-VC Q)},
(i,j= 1,2,3),
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(5.1)

we come to the conclusion that on the course-grained
level determined by Au the process under consideration is (approximately) markovian. Hence the application of the FPE in a medium without refraction is
justified under the condition (5.1) alone. In the presence of refraction one has to bear in mind the additional restrictions (3.4).
The condition (5.1) and the first inequality in
(3.4) coincide with the analogous conditions in an iso-
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medium. The second condition in (3.4) is new.
It reflects that in the presence of a magnetic field the
refracture index no depends on the direction of the
ray and it imposes the limitation on this dependence.
In the derivation of the FPE (3.6) we took into
account that different values of the direction vector
K corresponded to different unperturbed trajectories
of rays inside the inhomogeneity.
To put it otherwise,
we did not ignore the deviation of the actual ray
from the unperturbed one. In consequence of this we
do not need the additional restriction with respect to
the angle of scattering. This refutes the conclusion in
[9,10] that the FPE for ray diffusion can be justified only in the small-angle approximation and has no
preference over other perturbation methods. It follows from the present analysis that such statement is
true only for the FPE’defining the angular distribution function (4.1) in the case of ray propagation in
the presence of refraction.
The FPE (3.6) describing the process of ray scattering in a gyrotropic stratified medium includes ail
equations considered earlier, both for a gyrotropic
medium [2] and for an isotropic medium [ 1,8-131.
An application of the present approach to the particular cases of ray dispersion in a gyrotropic medium, such as the quasi-longitudinal
or quasi-transverse
propagation, will be given elsewhere.
tropic
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